Top 20 Wedding Photo Locations at Our Dynamic Earth
Phil Dickson from Philip Stanley Dickson Photography visited Our Dynamic
Earth and photographed his top 10 classic and quirky photo locations for bridal
parties and guests.
Phil’s approach to photographing weddings is to shoot naturally throughout the
vast part of the day, capturing the spirit of the celebrations and also telling the
story of the main event, as well as picking up on all the little details that the
couple are oblivious to. He achieves this with a mix of detailed planning, a very
unassuming, calming manner and working tirelessly on the day.
Phil pursues total quality in all aspects of the service he provides from initial
meetings to providing hand-made deluxe albums to cherish.
PSD Photography talking about Dynamic Earth:
Dynamic Earth lives up to its name, as it is a dynamic venue. Not only do the
exhibitions change frequently, but the vast canopy and windows flood the whole
place with natural light which creates different moods throughout the year.
The main rooms are large, high ceilinged and bright, which removes many of the
problems I have to overcome at other venues, leaving me to focus more on the
creativity of my approach and looking for those natural perfect-moment shots.
As well as those rooms you get the entire rest of Dynamic Earth, with all its
exhibits, space and uniqueness, not to mention stunning outdoor locations too.
It’s a great wedding destination.

Top 10 Classic Photo Locations
#1 – Classic Front View

With Salisbury Crags in the background. I’ll always look for unique, original
shots, but there’s got to be something which places the couple at the venue and
the front shot of Dynamic Earth is perfect for this.
Either shot with the bride and groom on the top of the mound or with them on
the cobblestones in front of the mound.
#2 – Amphitheatre Group Shot

The amphitheatre steps can be used for big group shots (all your guests), or the
bridal party or part of the couple shoot. Every angle is different, and with my
creativity and your willingness we can really make some beautiful photos.
#3 – Sweeping Staircase
There’s a set of steps at the side of the amphitheatre sweeping up majestically to
the crags, Dynamic Earth or just the sky, depending on which angle I shoot from.
Again, a versatile option for me as a photographer to use again and again, but
always achieve a different result.

#4 – Holyrood Park

This sweeping landscape is such a bonus for Dynamic Earth. No other venue is
right inside Holyrood Park and on outdoors days we will definitely be using the
vistas.

#5 – The Grounds
I’m always happy to be outdoors, if the weather permits (or if you are happy to
go outside with a brolly!) and this line of trees with Arthur’s Seat in the
background makes for lovely natural shots, whether it is on the couple shoot, or
with each member of the bridal party poking their head out from behind a tree.

#6 – Historic Tower
The iconic tower is another key feature that really distinguishes Dynamic Earth
and harks back to its history too. Photos from the view point I got can be
achieved on nice days, or it can also be photographed from the ground floor
level, with Salisbury Crags in the background.

#7 – Feature Doorway

A hidden gem, this doorway and cross round the side of the building add interest
to the shot, which keeps people asking time and again where was that photo
taken. Ideal for the couple shoot.
#8 – Stone Terrace
You can use the wide stone terrace here at the back of Dynamic Earth to shoot
family groups, with the trees and stunning Salisbury Crags in the background.

#9 –Stone Terrace Turret
You can walk right round Dynamic Earth on the stone terrace, featuring the
original Turret and classic natural backdrops. A view of Holyrood Park is never
far away, which is ideal for your guests and my photography.

#10 – Stone Sculptures
Beautiful colours, patterns and a shot framed by the sky, another great outdoors
option for some unique couple shoot photos.

Top 10 Quirky Photo Locations
#1 – Stone Sculpture
Here’s a frame just waiting for a photo. There are lots of stone sculptures and
shapes around to use for couple shoot photos.

#2 – 4Dventure

The 4D theatre has these swish black leather seats which could be used later on
in proceedings for a fun bridal party shot - everyone in 3D specs!

#3 – Up in Space
It’s not every day you can say you were photographed between Venus and
Jupiter, but you don’t have to be a boffin to appreciate this one.

#4 – Deep Time Spiral

Psychedelic! But a couple portrait, or even individual portraits against a
background like this, done well, could look like a seriously cool album cover.
#5 Predator

Now where else can you get a photograph taken with a sabre-toothed tiger?
Dynamic Earth has loads of sculptures, installations and funky lighting to use in
fun couple or bridal party shots. There’s something for everyone, I reckon.
#6 – In a Yellow Submarine
This is one of those beautifully coloured walkways through the exhibition area
which lend themselves to great shots. My approach is always to look for striking
locations and this is one of them. How we use the space is decided between the
couple and myself on the day. But let’s have some fun!

#7 – Polar Gallery
This is another of Dynamic Earth’s gifts that keep on giving. It’s such a cool room
(pun intended again, sorry). I had a good look round the iceberg on my visit and
tried out some different lighting techniques and reckon that there are pretty
near hundreds of different shots you could achieve in here. Best for the couple
shoot and some fun bridal party ones.

#8 Close Up Iceberg

I don’t know why I’ve never shot a wedding rings shot in the hand marks on the
ice, it’s a really good idea. It should become part of Dynamic Earth folklore
henceforth. I can’t wait until my next wedding there!

#9 - Tropical Rainforest
Did you know there’s a tropical rainforest gallery? Of course you did! And it
really rains. I’ve shot larger fun group shots here (often I get all the stag party
attendees and all the hen party attendees together for a wacky photo) and they
always go down well.

#10 – Turret Register Signing
Again this hidden gem steeped in heritage, has made it onto the list! Adjoining
the Biosphere Suite where your ceremony takes place, this quiet space offers a
romantic, naturally lit setting to sign your register, surrounded by the natural
curved stone wall.

